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Effect of self-injection on ultraintense laser wake-field acceleration
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The self-injection of plasma electrons which have been accelerated to relativistic energies by a laser pulse
moving with a group velocity less than the speed of light withIl2.531019 W mm2/cm2 is found via particle-
in-cell simulation to be efficient for laser wake-field acceleration. When the matching conditiona0

>(21/4v/vpl)
2/3 is met, the self-injection, along with wave breaking, dominates monoenergetic electron accel-

eration yielding up to 100 MeV energies by a 100 TW, 20 fs laser pulse. In contrast to the injection due to
wave-breaking processes, self-injection allows suppression of production of a Maxwell distribution of accel-
erated particles and the extraction of a beam-quality bunch of energetic electrons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.0354XX PACS number~s!: 52.38.Kd, 41.75.Jv, 52.65.Rr
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The laser wake-field acceleration~LWFA! of electrons in
underdense plasmas@1# has been the subject of intense stu
for many years. This process is expected to be the basis
efficient and compact electron accelerators@2–4#. Recently,
the necessity of short-pulse (;10 fs) electron beams with
total charge large enough for probe analysis@5# raises inter-
est in laser wake-field acceleration as a promising source
such beams.

For relativistically intense laser pulses, Il2

.1019 W mm2/cm2, electron acceleration by the wake fie
in relatively low density plasmas is not well understoo
Several recent experimental@3,4,6# and numerical@7–10#
works have concentrated on high density plasmas w
strong wave breaking though new phenomenon in this
gime, such as cavity formation@11# and corresponding ef
fects, seem to appear. In addition to the common wake fi
and a longitudinal plasma wave with group velocityngr50, a
relativistically intense laser pulse can produce a wave
moves with nonzero group velocity in the wake. This wa
generated by temporally trapped electrons does not b
and may serve as a mechanism for a more efficient prod
tion of short electron bunches than the usual wake field
to a longer acceleration length.

It is well known that electron injection is a crucial part
wake-field acceleration. In the usual injection schemes
LWFA, in coincidence with the laser pulse a high qual
electron beam from a conventional linac is injected and t
further accelerated by the wake field@2#. Other schemes in
ject electrons from the background plasma via the interac
of additional injected laser pulses@4# or by wave breaking
@3,6,8#. The latter is the simplest way using an intense la
pulse to generate energetic electrons and wakes. How
the wave breaking is initially a stochastic process that p
vokes rapid randomization in energy of accelerated electr
This makes this kind of injection sometimes inefficient a
usually very sensitive to plasma parameter changes. In
present paper we discuss an alternative mechanism of
tron injection originating from the relativistic character
the laser-plasma interaction.

Along with the common wake field, a relativistically in
tense laser pulse moving in an underdense plasma with g
1063-651X/2004/69~3!/035401~4!/$22.50 69 0354
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velocity less than the light speed generates an additio
electrostatic wave, which has a group velocity close to
group velocity of the laser pulse according to linear theo
This wave originates from temporally trapped electro
which have been directly accelerated by the laser pulse fo
ing a bunch at the front of the laser pulse. This bunching
electrons creates a potential difference, potential cavity@11#,
behind the laser pulse due to the evacuation of electrons.
number of electrons in this bunch is limited. As the numb
of electrons in the bunch increases eventually there will b
point when the repulsive force of the bunch exceeds the p
deromotive one. Once this occurs additional backgrou
electrons are repelled by the bunch, but are accelerated
maximal energy equal to the potential difference of the c
ity and, having velocities equal to or larger than the gro
velocity of the laser pulse~if a proper matching condition
occurs!, can be efficiently injected for further acceleratio
in the same cavity. However, this injection, which can
considered as a self-injection, contends with injection fro
wave breaking. At low plasma density the self-injection pr
duces efficient acceleration with a low energy spread wh
at high density, wave breaking dominates, producing a M
wellian distribution of energetic electrons with an effecti
temperature.

Propagating in an underdense plasma with group velo
ng , an intense laser pulse can accelerate plasma elec
longitudinally up to the energy«e max5mc2a0

2/2 ~for trans-
verse acceleration the maximal energy cannot exceedmc2a0
@12#!, wherea05eE/mcv with E the laser electric field and
v the laser frequency. If the velocity of such electrons e
ceeds the group velocity of the linearly polarized laser pu
@13#, these electrons can be trapped and move with the pu
forming an electrostatic wave. The matching condition c
be written in the following form~see also@14#!:

ge max5a0
2/25gg51/A12ng

2/c2'v~g̃e/2!1/2/vpl ~1!

wherevpl is the plasma frequency andg̃e;A11a0
2/2 is the

electron quiver energy. @For a laser intensity I
51020 W/cm2, l51 mm: a055.3, Ne match;5
31018 cm23; for a0@1 the matching occurs fora0
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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>(21/4v/vpl)
2/3.] To verify this, one can consider a simp

model assuming that an initially stationary electron moves
an electromagnetic plane wave with a group velocity l
than the speed of light,a(x,t)5a0 cos(t1x/ng)exp@2(x/ng
1t)2/t2# wheret is the pulse duration. Results of a simp
numerical solution of the equation of motion with the fiel
determined above and the group velocity as a paramete
shown in Fig. 1 for a laser pulse witha058 and pulse du-
ration 20 fs. If the group velocity of the wave is close to t
speed of light, the electron acquires the maximal energg
5a0

2/2 and, then, loses it after falling behind the pulse.
seen in Fig. 1 when the matching condition is met, the e
tron spends the longest time in the laser wave and, there
gets the largest acceleration.

The potential difference,Df, produced by electrons di
rectly accelerated by the laser field at the front of the pu
cannot exceed the ponderomotive potentialmc2a0

2/2. As a
result we get

euDfu'2pze2Nid
25mc2a0

2/2, ~2!

wherez is the ion charge,Ni is the ion density, andd is the
length of the cavity behind the laser pulse@15#. From Eq.~2!
one can easily estimate the maximal charge of trapped e
trons,Q5eNelpa0S/2p, with lp the wake-field wavelength
and S the square of the laser focus spot. SettingS55
31026 cm2, we getQ;10 nC per 1 J of thelaser energy for
Ne51019 cm23. The length of the cavity behind the las
pulse isd5lpa0/2p. At this distance behind the laser puls
the repelled electrons acquire energy«5uDfu and, moving
with the group velocity, are further accelerated in the cav
For monoenergetic acceleration,d must exceed the puls
lengthct, wheret is the pulse duration. Otherwise, the ele
trons interact with the laser field which would accelerate
decelerate the electrons based on their position in the fi
The maximal energy finally acquired by such an electron
Emax5(a0/2p)Emax

WF , whereEmax
WF is the corresponding maxi

mal energy in acceleration by a longitudinal plasma wa
@4#.

FIG. 1. The temporal evolution of the electron momentum in
electromagnetic field propagating in the2x direction with group
velocity ng .
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To study details of the self-injection mechanism, we ap
a fully relativistic one-dimensional~1D! particle-in-cell
~PIC!, which corresponds to a large focus spotd.30mm
and a more realistic 2D PIC~for s- and p-polarized laser
pulses,l51 mm) simulation with the ‘‘moving window’’
technique@16,17# with movable He ions. The plasma leng
is set to 3 mm, with a density gradient of length 0.5 mm
either edge~see Fig. 2!. In the 2D simulation, we use nin
particles per cell in a 160mm3120mm (2800
32048 cells) window which moves at the speed of light.
full width at half maximum~FWHM! laser pulse with the
duration of 20 fs and intensity ofI 51020– 21 W/cm2 @18# is
focused on a 17mm spot which corresponds to a Rayleig
length of 720mm. The difference between the absorbed la
energy and the total plasma energy is controlled to be
than 1%. The numerical error in the group velocity is smal
than the velocity deviation from the speed of light. N
plasma ionization is included. The electron density is var
from 231018 to 531019 cm23 for the laser intensity to ex-
ceed the critical power for self-focusingPcr517(v/vpl)

2

GW since the length of the laser pulse is longer than
critical lp /a0 @4#.

FIG. 2. The temporal evolution of the absorption rate of t
laser pulse with intensityI 51020 W/cm2 for different plasma den-
sities where the numbers beside the solid lines indicate the perc
age of the critical density.

FIG. 3. The spatial distribution of electron longitudinal mome
tum Px at ~a! vt54000, ~b! vt510 000 at the laser intensityI
51020 W/cm2 and plasma densityNe5531018 cm23.
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The absorption rate of the laser pulse with the intens
I 51020 W/cm2 is shown in Fig. 2 for different plasma den
sities. The absorption rate increases nonlinearly with
plasma density,;Ne

3/2, though energy losses for the wak
field excitation and electron acceleration by the potential
ference given in Eq.~2! linearly depends on the plasma de
sity. This nonlinear dependence could be explained by
frequency downshift; this absorption mechanism is given
Ref. @10#. For the considered pulse durationtvpl
@(2)3/2ua0u21 and the depletion time is T
5(8/3&)ua0u21v0

2/vpl
3 }Ne

23/2. However, the numerica
depletion time in Fig. 2 is ten times longer than the analyti
prediction for all plasma densities. We attribute this delay
the time needed for the formation of a second electron bu
~explained below!, which is responsible for the frequenc
downshift.

FIG. 4. The spatial distribution of electron longitudinal mome
tum Px at the laser intensityI 51020 W/cm2 andvt56000; plasma
density~a! Ne5231019 cm23 and ~b! Ne5531019 cm23.

FIG. 5. The spatial distribution of the~a! normalized density of
electrons with energy over 4 MeV where the circle indicates
position of the laser~ponderomotively scattered electrons are in
cated by the arrows! and ~b! the normalizedx component of the
plasma electrostatic field in a gas jet of density,Ne51019 cm23, at
vt54000 for I 51020 W/cm2.
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The spatial distribution of the longitudinal momentum
electrons in the plasma at different times is shown in Fig
and Fig. 4. For the lower density plasma, Fig. 3, the mec
nism of electron injection is totally different from that in th
higher density plasma, Fig. 4, where the wave-breaking p
cess is dominant. As seen in Fig. 3 for lower density pl
mas, when the maximum charge that can be sustained by
laser pulse is reached, a second electrostatic bunch is
duced ~indicated by 2!; electrons repelled from the firs
bunch~indicated by 1! and accelerated by the potential di
ference form it. Then, electrons from the second bunch
further accelerated forming almost monoenergetic bunche
«;130 MeV, their maximal energy is«;400 MeV. In
higher density plasmas, the wave-breaking process beco
important as presented in Fig. 4. One can see two bunc
originating from different processes: the first bunch~indi-
cated by 1! is due to self-injection and the second~indicated
by 2! is due to the wave-breaking injection@8#. According to
particle trajectories, the first bunch is formed by electro
which are initially accelerated by the laser pulse and, a
passing through the cavity potential produced by ions,
trapped. With the density increase, the energy distribution
accelerated electrons approaches a Maxwellian distribu
in the second, ‘‘wave-breaking,’’ bunch formed by electro
coming from behind the cavity. At the minimal laser inte
sity, I;531019 W/cm2, the self-injection appears in a na
row density range. This density range increases with int
sity and is (0.5– 2)31019 cm23 at I 51020 W/cm2.

Results of a 2D simulation for ans-polarized pulse are
shown in Fig. 5. One can see a clear cavity structure in
electron density with the trapped electrons in the front of
laser pulse in Fig. 5~a!, where the circle indicates the lase
position after the pulse has propagated 0.5 mm in the plas
however, there is no wave breaking of the plasma wave
cording to Fig. 5~b! which shows thex component of the
electrostatic field. The transverse size of the first bunch in
rear of the first cavity is about 10mm. The density of elec-
tron bunches which have formed behind the laser pulse
creases with distance from the laser pulse; traces of elect

e

FIG. 6. Electron energy distribution in a 2D simulation;~1! vt
56000 and~2! vt512 000 at the plasma densityNe51019 cm23.
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expelled on either side of the pulse~indicated by arrows! are
produced by nonlinear ponderomotive scattering@12#. The
energy distribution of electrons in the bunch behind the pu
after propagating 1 mm and 2 mm in the plasma are sho
in Fig. 6. Both distributions have a peak~indicated by ar-
rows! that corresponds to electrons accelerated after the
injection. The energy in the peak is lower than that obtain
in 1D simulations. We attribute this to the dimensional effe
on the potential difference. The energy spread (e21 from the
maximal density! is 5% in both cases although the ener
spread in the pedestal increases considerably. Formal c
lation of the longitudinal emittance of the bunch gives 0.p
mm mrad with a total charge ofQ;200 pC. Simulation for a
p-polarized pulse gives qualitatively similar results.

In conclusion, we have observed the effect of se
injection on electron wake-field acceleration by an ultrare
tivistic laser pulse via a fully relativistic particle-in-ce
A
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simulation. We have demonstrated that two electron bunc
can be formed in a plasma by an intense laser pulse; the
consists of electrons at the front of the laser directly acc
erated by the laser pulse. The second is generated by
trons expelled from the first bunch and then accelerated
the potential difference in the wake to a velocity equal to
group velocity of the laser pulse. Electrons, which form t
second bunch, are further accelerated by the same field.
to the regular character of this mechanism, in contrast to
injection due to the stochastic wave breaking, a bunch
accelerated electrons with a total charge;200 pC per 1 J of
laser energy has a relatively small energy spread; its lo
tudinal emittance is about 0.1p mm mrad. This process als
dominates the nonlinear growth of the absorption rate w
plasma density.
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